You are allowed to complete all of these dates in advance. This guide provides the final date
you may turn each item in. If you want to sit down on a Saturday and do it all in one day, then
you are allowed to do that. Remember to submit each item on Seesaw as directed. Please see
www.mrarp.com/sciencefair for examples to help you along the way.
Name: ____________________

Class – Meyer

The Steps of Your Science Fair Project
Task

Date Due

Work with your parents to choose an experiment that
you do not already know the answer to. You do not
have to use these experiments, but you can find 200
experiments here:
https://www.mrarp.com/sciencefair.html

1/17

No animals may be brought to school for science fair.
Complete the yellow scientific inquiry pages and bring
to school to be checked by Mr. Arp.
Gather the materials for your experiment. Take a
photo of your materials and post it on Seesaw.
Submit a time-lapse on Seesaw of you preparing your
trifold. Only the left side of the board needs to be
completed. (question, hypothesis, and materials).
Submit five or more pictures/videos/time lapses of
you working on your experiment to Seesaw.
Submit a time-lapse to Seesaw of you preparing your
trifold. Work on the right side of the trifold
(experiment & variables). The conclusion will be
completed later.
Submit a time-lapse onto Seesaw of you finishing your
trifold (data table, pictures, and conclusion).
Video yourself presenting your project and submit to
Seesaw. Make sure you practiced!
Bring trifold to school and present in front of
classmates and teacher. I will keep the trifolds.
Use iMovie to create a video with all the time lapses,
videos, and pictures you took completing your
experiment and trifold. This will be worked on in class
with Mr. Arp’s guidance. Submit to Seesaw.
Science Fair!

Parent Initials

1/24
1/28
1/30
2/4
2/8

2/12
2/21
2/25
3/1

3/29

*If we are out for school for inclement weather, due dates MUST be met through Seesaw.
You are allowed to submit all assignments early. I STRONGLY recommend submitting
assignments early to make sure you do not lose points for late assignments.

